A study of long-term effects on plasmid-containing Escherichia coli in carbon-limited chemostat using 2D-fluorescence spectrofluorimetry.
Strain stability of plasmid-containing recombinant organisms is clearly important for industrial applications. Stability is normally assessed by methods such as selective colony forming units or by simply measuring the recombinant product. These methods are typically performed off-line, are time-consuming, and do not give detailed information on the changes in the metabolism. In the current work, long-term stability of a plasmid-containing strain of Escherichia coli (W3110.shik1) capable of shikimic acid overproduction was studied by means of a 2D-fluorescence sensor (BioView) able to emit and detect light in ranges of 260-560 nm and 300-600 nm, respectively. Long-term carbon-limited chemostat experiments were made under both selective (tetracycline-containing medium) and nonselective conditions. It is shown that the fluorescence spectra provide information about metabolic changes at an earlier stage, thereby giving a noninvasive method for monitoring of strain stability. Further, the fluorescence measurements showed that (i) the metabolic changes in the strain W3110.shik1 with time were qualitatively different in selective and nonselective environment, (ii) plasmid recombination resulted primarily in increased biomass yield, and (iii) a change in metabolism probably involving FAD/FMN and pyridoxal-5-P occurred in all experiments. It was concluded that the strain was not stable in any growth condition for more than about 25 growth generations and even less if plasmid recombination took place.